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DESCRIPTION: Rev. Al Sharpton opened today’s show live from his WBLS studio 
in New York. He immediately addressed the outrageous murder of George Floyd, an 
unarmed Black man in Minneapolis, MN who was killed on camera by a white 
police officer named Derek Chauvin. Rev. Sharpton told listeners that he was on the 
ground in Minnesota with Floyd’s family at George’s death site yesterday along 
with the mother of Eric Garner, who also lost her son to police while saying “I can’t 
breathe.” He went on to say that these acts of violence didn’t just start with George 
or Eric, but that it’s been happening for years because the criminal infrastructure 
has chosen to ignore the problem. Rev. Sharpton went on to highlight the fact that 
the Black community has witnessed three murders at the hands of white 
supremacist officers and one former officer. Before opening the phone lines, Rev. 
Sharpton noted that he also visited Eric Garner’s death site in Staten Island last 
week as tensions with police rise. Eager to join today’s conversation, callers lined up 
to express their shock, rage, fear, and frustration surrounding George Floyd’s 
murder. One caller stated she doesn’t know why police are not being held 
accountable. Rev. Sharpton stated that Derek Chauvin was charged with 3rd degree 
murder, and they’re fighting for more—because George’s death became intentional 
even if it didn’t start that way. Returning to the phones, another caller inquired 
about the young woman who captured Derek killing George on camera, asking if 
she’s being given any protection through this time.

FOLLOWING THE BREAK: Rev. Sharpton continued to engage with callers as 
they shared their anger. One caller stated that George wasn’t killed by one officer, 
but by four officers, eight legs, and hundreds of pounds of pressure sitting there to 
take his life. Another caller said that this won’t be the last time the Black 
community sees a death like this if these acts aren’t addressed. Before returning to 
more callers, Rev. Sharpton noted that every police officer has a union behind him, 
but more victims don’t have anyone i.e. no help with legal services, counseling, 
etc…He also said it’s important to stop apologizing for protecting citizens from bad 
police. Before wrapping today’s broadcast, one final caller asked if officers get drug 
tested after incidents like these just as they test the bodies. 


